We present here an extensive survey of near-infrared (NIR) spectra of Kuiper belt objects (KBOs) and Centaurs taken with the Keck I Telescope. We find that most spectra in our sample are well characterized by a combination of water ice and a featureless continuum. A comparative analysis reveals that the NIR spectral properties have little correlation to the visible colors or albedo, with the exception of the fragment KBOs produced from the giant impact on 2003 EL61. The results suggest that the surface composition of KBOs is heterogeneous, though the exposure of water ice may be controlled by geophysical processes. The Centaurs also display diverse spectral properties, but the source of the variability remains unclear. The results for both the KBOs and the Centaurs point to inherent heterogeneity in either the processes acting on these objects or materials from which they formed.
INTRODUCTION
The Kuiper belt poses a unique opportunity for astronomers to peer back into the formation of our solar system. Composed of the debris left after planet formation, Kuiper belt objects (KBOs) are thought to be among the most pristine bodies in the solar system. However, KBOs have likely undergone some alteration since their formation from geophysical, collisional, and space weathering processes. Centaurs may have undergone even more alteration as their temperatures are increased by closer perihelion passages. KBOs span several orders of magnitude in diameter, and at small sizes they are thought to resemble comets and be composed largely of primordial materials that remained at relatively low temperatures. The largest members of the Kuiper belt, such as Eris and Pluto, resemble planets with tenuous atmospheres, active resurfacing, and possibly differentiated interiors. While this size spectrum provides a singular opportunity to study a variety of planetary processes, the largest objects may be very different from their smaller brethren. This complicates the task of understanding the small bodies by extrapolating results from the more easily studied large objects. Furthermore, the surfaces of all these objects are also likely to be altered by cosmic rays, impacts, and interstellar dust, thereby obscuring the materials from which they are made. Despite these complications, the study of KBOs will provide important clues to the formation of our solar system and the processes that continue to shape it.
Much effort has been put forth in the past decade to understanding the physical and chemical states of KBOs and Centaurs and is well summarized by Barucci et al. (2007) . To date, over a hundred objects have measured photometric colors in visible wavelengths, but far fewer objects have spectra due to the faintness of KBOs. Spectra in the visible wavelengths are often characterized by a red continuum component typically identified as carbon-rich material and some objects may have subtle silicate spectral features. Near-infrared (NIR) spectra taken over the past decade have revealed a variety of ices on the surfaces of KBOs including methane, water, methanol, and nitrogen. Previous studies have shown that the largest KBOs, Eris, Pluto, and 2005 FY9 have spectra dominated by methane (see Barucci et al. (2007) and references therein). In the case of Pluto, N 2 and CO have also been detected. The presence of these species on the largest objects is likely due to their large masses which allow for volatiles to be retained . It has been noted that moderately sized KBOs, such as Quaoar and Orcus, often have surfaces dominated by water ice. Finally, the smallest KBOs and Centaurs for which we have spectra typically appear to be largely featureless in the NIR. The exception is a handful of smaller KBOs that have among the deepest water ice absorption features ever detected in the Kuiper belt. These objects have been shown to be dynamically associated with the large KBO 2003 EL61 and are thought to be fragments from its mantle that were ejected during a catastrophic impact (Brown et al. 2007b ).
To date, there is no widely accepted standard model of KBO surface processes that accounts for the varying presence of water ice on the moderate to smaller KBOs. One commonly proposed model describes essentially a two-component surface made of dark, carbon-rich deposits and exposed, fresh water ice (Luu & Jewitt 1996) . The dark surfaces are thought to be similar to those observed on comets or Saturn's moon, Phoebe, and are likely a mixture of materials (Clark et al. 2005) . The spectral properties of the crusts are often characterized by amorphous silicate material, and irradiated, polymerized hydrocarbons called tholins (Moore et al. 1983) , producing the red visible colors observed and nearly featureless spectra on most KBOs. In this model, fresh ice initially exposed by erosion, impact gardening, outgassing, or cryovolcanism creates a surface with strong water ice signatures. Over time, the surface eventually darkens and reddens as it becomes irradiated and a new crust forms, obscuring the water ice signatures.
Thus far most spectra have been analyzed individually offering only vignettes of KBO surface characteristics. A comparative study using the visible and NIR photometric colors of KBOs by Barucci et al. (2005) found four different color groups, though it remains unclear how these color groups relate to specific spectroscopic features or surface characteristics. Here we present a survey of low-resolution NIR spectra of bright KBOs and Centaurs taken with the near-infrared camera (NIRC) on the Keck I Telescope (Matthews & Soifer 1994) . The uniformity of this survey allows us to study these objects comparatively as well as individually. Several of the objects in our survey that BARKUME, BROWN, & SCHALLER Vol. 135 showed evidence of particularly interesting or unique surfaces have already been published previously (e.g., 2005 FY9 and 2003 EL61) . Thus, we concentrate here on a comparative study with the aim of understanding the surface processes that may be generally acting on the Centaur and KBO populations. We begin by describing our sample of observed objects in Section 2. We discuss the observations and data reduction in Section 3, and the analysis of the spectra, including the spectral fitting, in Section 4. We find that the properties of the collisional family members of 2003 EL61 differ from the general population of KBOs and therefore we describe our results for these two populations separately in Sections 5.1 and 5.2. Finally, we discuss impact that the results of this work have on our general understanding of the physical processes that occur in the outer solar system in Section 6.
THE SAMPLE
For our survey we preferentially selected KBOs with an absolute magnitude less than 5.0, corresponding to objects with a diameter longer than about ∼400 km, assuming a 10% albedo (Stansberry et al. 2007) , though six KBOs have absolute magnitudes greater than 5.0. We excluded any KBOs and Centaurs with visual magnitudes greater than ∼21, which we found was our effective magnitude limit with NIRC. Targets located near the galactic plane were also abandoned due to contamination from field stars. Of the possible targets, the KBOs were evenly distributed between hot classical and resonant population, with a few objects belonging to the scattered disk. For the purpose of our survey, Centaurs are defined to be objects with perihelia less than 25 AU. No cold classical objects were observed due to the lack of bright targets in this population. In total, we observed 33 bright KBOs and 12 Centaurs with NIRC from 1998 March to 2007 April.
OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
Low-resolution (λ/∆λ ∼ 160) spectra from 1.4 to 2.5 µm were obtained with NIRC for each object using a 150 lines µm −1 grism and an H-K-order sorting filter. A complete list of observations is provided in Table 1 . Targets were identified in fields by their motion and tracked during observations by the telescope. The exposure times for the spectra were between 150 s and 300 s, but were typically 200 s. Dithering between subsequent images by 5 arcsec was used to subtract most of the background sky emission. Solar-type stars were observed for calibration purposes at similar air masses and times to target observations, with the typical differences in air mass being less than 0.1.
The raw image processing and spectral extraction were done using standard procedures. We first subtracted sequential images to remove most of the sky background emission and divided by a flat-field image constructed from a median dome flat. We then measured and removed any curvatures in the sky lines in individual images. Residual sky emission was measured on either side of the target spectrum and subtracted from the image. The spectrum was then extracted by summing in the spatial direction, typically a 7-10 pixel swath, centered on the target at each spectral position. Bad pixels were identified by visual inspection and removed. Spectra of calibration stars were extracted similarly with the exception of removing the curvature. Since exposures were too short for calibration sources to measure the skyline curvature accurately, the curvature measurements were used from target observations. Target spectra were then divided 25: 2003 EL61, 4: 1995 SM55, 15: 2003 TX300, 28: 2005 RR43, and 23: 2003 . Each spectrum is normalized to 1.0 (the dashed gray lines) and offset to allow for comparison. A model spectrum of pure water ice is also shown at the top (thick dark gray line). The region between 1.8 and 1.9 µm is masked due to the large errors introduced by H 2 O telluric lines. The thick gray line represents the best-fit model to each spectrum and is a combination of water ice and a sloped continuum component. See Section 4 for more information on the modeling and Table 2 for the fit  results. by a calibration star spectra taken at a similar air mass and time to remove atmospheric absorptions and produce a reflectance spectrum. A more detailed discussion of our data reduction methods is available in Brown (2000) .
The signal to noise was low in individual spectra and therefore multiple spectra were added together to obtain higher signal to noise. In many cases, spectra were added over multiple nights (see Table 1 ). Multiple spectra of a single target were then summed together weighted by their noise to produce a final spectrum. We examined individual spectra to look for substantial variability with time or rotational phase. We did not detect any significant variation in the spectra of any object, though small changes are undetectable due to noise. As such, the spectra we show here represent an average spectrum. High signal-to-noise spectra were obtained for most objects with an average of 6000 s of total integration time.
ANALYSIS
The reflectance spectrum for each object is shown in Figures 1-7 . We broadly find that our results fit with the spectral trends seen previously for KBOs (see Barucci et al. (2007) for a review). The largest object in our survey, 2005 FY9, has spectral features dominated by methane ice, which has previously been explained by the low escape rate of volatiles on large KBOs . The lack of observed methane on the remaining objects in the sample supports the models of Schaller Figure 2 . The relative reflectance spectra for the following KBOs-13: Quaoar, and 29: 2003 AZ84, 30: K40713A, 5: 1996 GQ21, 17: 2002 VE95, 19: 2002 TC302, and 11: 1999 . The spectra are shown in decreasing fraction of water ice from bottom to top. See Table 2 for the fraction of water ice detected in the spectrum and the other fit results for the spectral models. Water ice is detected on Quaoar, 2003 AZ84, 1996 GQ21, 2002 VE95, and 1999 TC36 at the 3σ level or higher. 2002 TC302 has a 2σ detection of water ice. We do not detect additional ice species in the spectra of these KBOs. , which suggests that differential loss rates of volatiles can provide a first-order explanation for the surfaces of KBOs and Centaurs. 2005 FY9 has been discussed in previous studies (e.g., Brown et al. 2007a ) and therefore will not be considered for further analysis.
With few exceptions, the remaining objects have either spectral signatures of water ice at 1.5 µm and 2.0 µm with varying line strengths or show no identifiable spectral features. Ideally, these spectra can provide information about the abundance of surface constituents. Approximations to the equations of radiative transfer for particulate surfaces have been developed by Hapke and others. They allow for the abundances and relative grain sizes of particles to be determined quantitatively using KBOs-22: 2003 FY128, 20: 2003 VS2, 33: K51024A, 7: Ixion, 24: 2004 TY364, 31: K40804A, and 14: 2002 . The spectra are shown in decreasing fraction of water ice from bottom to top. See Table 2 for the fraction of water ice detected in the spectrum and the other fit results for the spectral models. Water ice is detected on 2003 VS2 at higher than the 3σ level. It is marginally detected on K51024A, Ixion, 2004 TY364, and K40804 at least the 1σ level.
the reflectance spectra (Hapke 1993) . However, in practice, it is difficult to obtain accurate abundances because of the uncertainties in a number of parameters. To begin, the true geometric albedo, not the relative reflectance, is needed to estimate abundances accurately and few objects in our survey have albedo measurements. For those with albedo measurements, uncertainties remain due to the limited knowledge of the particle scattering properties, degeneracies between intimate and geographic mixtures of the constituents, and poor constraints on the optical constants of the materials. With these difficulties in mind, we do not attempt to make precise surface models of the KBO in our survey. Still much can be learned by parameterizing the spectra of the whole population and comparing the relative strengths of Table 2 for the fraction of water ice detected in the spectrum and the other fit results for the spectral models. No ices are detected on these KBOs. the spectral signatures of water ice on the surface using Hapke models. In particular, we can determine if the data are consistent with the simple two-component surface hypothesis of water ice and dark, carbon-rich material for the population as a whole. Furthermore, we can relate the fitted parameters of the spectra to other physical and chemical properties of the sample with the aim of determining the processes that control surface characteristics.
Previously, the spectra obtained in our survey were parameterized by finding the flux ratio between 1.7 µm region where water ice produces little absorption and the 2.0 µm region, which is at the bottom of the water ice absorption feature (Brown et al. 2007b ). This method introduces large errors into the parameterization as only small portions of the spectrum are utilized. To use the full information available in our spectra, we create spectral models of the surface reflectance between 1.4 and 2.4 µm using the equations of radiative transfer developed by Hapke (1993) . To allow for comparison between objects, each spectrum was normalized to 1.0 by finding the median reflectance between 1.4 and 2.5 µm. The region near the 1.8 µm telluric water lines was excluded due to the large errors in this wavelength region. After each spectrum was normalized, it was fit with a spectral model using a least-squares minimization scheme that utilizes the Powell method for finding minima. A linear reflectance model of water ice and a continuum component was fit to each spectrum and solved for f , the fraction of water in the spectrum, and m, the slope of the continuum component. The model can be written as
(1) Table 2 for the fraction of water ice detected in the spectrum and the other fit results for the spectral models. Best-fit models produce negative f values for these KBOs which may be related to variable weather conditions during observation. See Section 5 for more details.
R w is the reflectance spectrum of water ice calculated using the optical constants from Grundy & Schmitt (1998) at temperature, T , and for grain size, g. The spectral features of water ice show only slight changes with temperatures in the range expected for the Kuiper belt, and therefore the temperature was set to 50 K (Grundy & Schmitt 1998 ). The grain size, which parameterizes the optical path length through the ice, affects both the line shape and depth of water ice absorption features but has been found to be between ∼20 and ∼100 µm on KBOs. To allow f to be compared across all objects, we set the grain size to 50 µm, though different grains may exist on some objects. The slope of the continuum component, m, is allowed to vary but the reflectance of the continuum is constrained to be 1.0 at 2.0 µm. To match the model to the data, we normalize the model using the same method of dividing by the median that was used to normalize the data. The error in the reflectance at each wavelength used to calculate χ 2 was found by first subtracting a smoothed spectrum from the data and finding the standard deviation of the surrounding pixels. The smoothed spectrum was created using a boxcar average of a 9 pixel wide region centered at each wavelength and the standard deviation was calculated over the same 9 pixel swath.
Formal statistical 1σ errors in the fit parameters were found by determining the values of f and m that produced χ 2 values equal to χ 2 min + 1, where χ 2 min is the minimum χ 2 value (Bevington & Robinson 1993) . However, the formal statistical errors do not take into account systematic errors and we find that they likely underestimate the true errors in our data. To obtain better estimates of the true errors, we selected objects in our survey whose spectra appeared to be consistent with no water The spectra are shown in decreasing fraction of water ice from bottom to top. Water ice is detected on Crantor, Chariklo, Pholus, and Ceto at the 3σ level or higher. Bienor and Okyrhoe have detections of water ice at a level between 1σ and 3σ . See Table 2 for the fraction of water ice detected in the spectrum and the other fit results for the spectral models.
ice by visual inspection. For these objects, we determined the actual error required to have an f consistent with 0 within 3σ errors. We found that the formal statistical errors underestimated the true errors by a factor of ∼2 for these objects and therefore we take the actual 1σ errors to be twice what was found by the formal statistics for all objects. The fit parameters for each object are listed in Table 2 .
In addition to the spectral parameters we measured from the NIR spectra, we considered the visible color gradients of the objects, which are thought to be diagnostic of the carbonrich materials on KBOs. It has been shown that the visible spectrum of KBOs between 0.5 µm and 0.8 µm is well described by a single color gradient, G v , measured using broadband photometry (Hainaut & Delsanti 2002) . We obtained visible color measurements for 35 of the 45 objects in our survey from published sources (see Table 2 for the full list) and calculated the color gradient and its uncertainty using the V , R, and I colors and the method described in Hainaut & Delsanti (2002) . Five objects had no I -band measurements and one object had no R-band measurement. The spectral gradients were calculated for these objects using only the two available measurements. We find that the average difference in the gradient calculated using two versus three reflectance measurements is small compared to the errors in the color measurements. We also consider the sizes, albedos, and orbital characteristics of those objects in our survey for which measurements are available to gain a comprehensive understanding of these objects. The sizes and albedos are taken from Stansberry et al. (2007) and are reproduced in Table 3 along with the orbital elements of the objects in our survey.
RESULTS
We find that most of the spectra are well fitted by our twocomponent model and that the spectra had a final reduced χ 2 min of ∼1. See Figures 1-7 for the spectra and the best-fit models. Other than 2005 FY9, we find no compelling detections of additional ices such as NH 3 , CH 4 , CO, or CO 2 , which are observed on some outer solar system bodies, though these species may be present in low abundances. Detections of NH 3 have been reported for Charon and Quaoar (Brown & Calvin 2000; Jewitt & Luu 2004) . Our spectrum of Quaoar shows a similar flattening at 2.2 µm that was observed by Jewitt & Luu (2004) but χ 2 min is not significantly decreased by the inclusion of NH 3 or its hydrate. CH 3 OH has been previously detected on Pholus and 2002 VE95 (Cruikshank et al. 1998; Barucci et al. 2006) . We find that our two-component model works poorly for Pholus unless the region near the 2.3 CH 3 OH absorption line is excluded. A three-component model that included CH 3 OH was constructed to determine if a better fit could be made by including this ice. We find that Pholus had a significant decrease in the χ 2 min value by including CH 3 OH. For 2002 VE95, we find that the inclusion of CH 3 OH did not produce a significantly better fit to our spectrum and that our measured fraction of CH 3 OH in the spectrum is consistent with 0. However, up to 25% of the surface can be CH 3 OH without being detected in our spectrum due to the lower signal to noise beyond 2.2 µm. Consequently, our spectrum may have insufficient signal to noise to detect the feature seen by Barucci et al. (2006) . We find that 1996 GQ21, which has similar spectral features to Pholus, also does not have a significant detection of CH 3 OH, but the signal to noise is similar to 2002 VE95. In summary, we find that Pholus is the only object in our survey for which the inclusion of a third component, CH 3 OH, significantly improved the fit.
We detected water ice, that is f greater than 0, on 4 out of the 12 Centaurs and 12 of the 33 KBOs at the 3σ level or higher. An additional 2 Centaurs and 4 KBOs have 1σ detections of water ice on their surfaces. In our modeling, we find that the family members of 2003 EL61 are distinguished from the general KBO population by significantly higher fractions of water ice in their spectra, f and the negative (blue) values for the slope of the NIR continuum, m. The four members of the 2003 EL61 collisional family in our survey, 1995 SM55, 2002 TX300, 2003 OP32, and 2005 , as well as 2003 EL61 itself have a mean f of 0.93 and a standard deviation of 0.07. In contrast, the rest of the sample has values of f less than 0.55. Given that the family members are likely not representative of the general KBO population, we will treat these objects separately below and then return to the discussion of the spectral properties of the general population.
To best characterize the spectra, we allow the fraction of water ice in the spectrum to take on negative values in our modeling, effectively creating the inverse of the water ice spectral features. The aim was to discover if additional spectral characteristics could be identified. We find that five objects, Chaos, 1999 RZ253, 2002 KX14, 2005 , and K50830B, have negative f values to within 1σ , but not within the 3σ errors. These objects appear to have broad dips in their reflectance between 1.7 and 2.0 µm. This region straddles the telluric 1.8 µm water line and the dip may be due to poor correction of the telluric line as at least three of the objects, 2002 KX14, 2005 RN43, and K50830B, were observed under variable weather conditions and their spectra are likely to have systematic errors. The visible (500-800 nm) color gradient in % change in reflectance per 100 nm, calculated using the methods in Hainaut & Delsanti (2002) . c The NIR (1.5-2.4 µm) color gradient in % change in reflectance per 100 nm found from slope of the continuum component (m) used to fit the spectral model. d The fraction of water ice in the spectrum. e The fractional depth of the 2.0 µm to 1.7 µm spectral regions, where larger depth indicates stronger water ice spectral signatures. The depth is shown here for comparison with previous studies (e.g. Brown et al (2007a Brown et al ( , 2007b ). The depth is calculated using the fitted model spectrum rather than the data to reduce the noise and has had the continuum contribution subtracted out. f The reduced χ 2 value of the spectral model fit to the data. (Spectral data for all objects in our survey are available as a supplemental data file in the online journal and at http://www.gps.caltech.edu/∼pa/data.html.)
Phyllosilicates and other silicate materials have spectral features at 1.9 µm, but these minerals do not reproduce the broad dip that extends to the region of 1.7 µm in the spectrum. We also note that our model produces negative f values for spectra dominated by methane bands like that of 2005 FY9, though there is no indication that methane exists on the five objects listed above.
The 2003 EL61 Collisional Family
All the objects in our survey with the strongest signatures of water ice, that is f greater than 0.55, have previously been shown to be dynamically related to 2003 EL61 and are likely 100-300 km sized fragments ejected from its mantle during a massive collision. The evidence for the giant impact and the formation of the fragments as well as their general spectral characteristics are discussed in Brown et al. (2007b) . Ragozzine & Brown (2007) discuss the dynamical nature of this family and find that the collision is over one billion years old and likely primordial. Here we discuss in greater detail their spectroscopic features.
In addition to the deep water ice absorption features, the family members have uniformly neutral color in the visible. This contrasts with the general KBO population, which shows a diversity of color but is generally red (Figure 8) , typically attributed to the presence of irradiated organics (Strazzulla et al. 1991; Hansen & McCord 2004) . The neutral visible colors are consistent with a relatively pure water ice surface but may also indicate a low abundance of the simple ices and organic materials from which tholins are formed. The model fits of the family members revealed that a second, blue continuum component significantly decreased the minimum χ 2 value with the exception of 2003 OP32. The blue component could be an artifact of modeling with a fixed grain size that is too small. Larger grain sizes would produce a slightly bluer water ice spectrum. To determine if the blue component is required by the data, we created more complex models involving both intimate and geographically mixed water ices of varying grain sizes but were unable to reproduce the observed spectra. As such, the blue continuum component appears to be a real feature in the spectra of most of the family members. The slope of the component is varied, which may reflect the normalization rather than intrinsic differences between the objects. In an attempt to identify the blue component, we examined the spectra for additional features, but we find no evidence for additional absorptions in the spectra. A similar blue component was reported by Trujillo et al. (2007) While it is difficult to determine much physical information for the blue continuum component without better data, the spectra do provide a few clues about the physical state of water ice on the surface. The 1.65 µm crystalline water ice feature is evident in all the spectra of family members. The crystal structure of water ice is expected to be destroyed by high energy particles and solar radiation on time scales short compared to the age of the family (Strazzulla et al. 1991; Hansen & McCord 2004; Kouchi & Kuroda 1990) , causing the 1.65 µm feature to disappear. However, crystalline water ice is reported on surfaces of icy satellites as well as icy KBOs when spectra of sufficient signal to noise are available, suggesting that a general process is likely acting to maintain the crystallinity of the water ice surfaces. Both thermal and nonthermal mechanisms have been proposed as a means to reform crystalline ice on these bodies. Cryovolcanism and outgassing, where surface materials are heated well above the crystallization temperatures of ∼100 K, have been proposed for bodies like Quaoar (Jewitt & Luu 2004) . Grundy et al. (2006) and Brown & Calvin (2000) have proposed maintaining crystalline ice through nonthermal processes such as slow vapor deposition from micrometeorite bombardment and nonthermal energy input from radiation. The presence of crystalline water ice on the family members appears to preclude thermal processes as the primary crystallization mechanism. KBOs with diameters less than 300 km are not expected to have sufficient geothermal energy to produce crystalline water ice near or at their surfaces. As such, we argue that the processes of crystallizing water ice on these objects is nonthermal in nature. In the future, we expect that any water ice detected on the surface of a KBO will be in the crystalline form regardless of size of the KBO.
In addition to the crystalline feature, the large depths of the 1.5 and 2.0 µm overtone features suggest that the grain size is larger for some of the members of the family than is often measured on KBOs. Though the grain size may not represent the true crystal grain size of the ice, it can be used to judge the relative grain structures and impurities between objects. Using the models for a water ice surface that include scattering developed for Orcus and 2003 EL61 , we find that the grain sizes are between 100-125 µm on 2002 1995 SM55, 2002 TX300 and 2005 RR43-larger than is typically found for KBOs ). The water ice on 2003 OP32 was found to have a grain size of 60 µm, similar to the grain size that Trujillo et al. (2007) found for 2003 EL61. The larger grain sizes on the family members may be consistent with water ice surfaces where the crystals have grown due to fewer impurities (Brown et al. 2007a) .
From the spectra alone, it is difficult to infer specific details about the giant impact on proto-2003 EL61 as many of the parameters are poorly constrained or ambiguous. The large fraction of water ice detected on the family members could indicate that the proto 2003 EL61 was differentiated with material ejected largely from an icy mantle. Additionally, the spectral evidence is consistent with heating of the fragments during the impact, leading to devolatilization of carbon-bearing species, but the spectral signatures could be explained by other processes. With this in mind, the spectral characteristics may be best interpreted as identifying markers for the family members.
KBOs and Centaurs
A two-component surface, with water ice as one end member and a dark, red, carbon-rich material at the other, could explain the variety of visible colors and variable presence of water ice seen on KBOs (e.g., Barucci et al. 2005) . In such a model, the measured f should correlate with the visible colors. In Figure 8 , we see that there is little correlation between these parameters for either the KBO or the Centaur population. The colors of KBOs and Centaurs show no clear trend with f and are often variable amongst objects with similar f values. For example, 2003 AZ84 and Quaoar show similar degrees of water ice on their surfaces but 2003 AZ84 is neutral while Quaoar is moderately red. Barucci et al. (2005) argue that KBOs and Centaurs can be organized into four separate color groups (BB, BR, IR, and RR). We find that all the 2003 EL61 collisional family members fall into the bluest group (BB) as well as 2003 AZ84, suggesting that this group strongly correlates with the presence of water ice on the surface (Figure 9 ). The remaining objects in our survey are distributed among the three other taxonomic groups: BR, IR, and RR. We find no correlation between the remaining three taxonomic groups and any NIR spectral characteristics we measured for our spectra. Specifically, we find that the fraction of water ice in the spectrum can vary widely amongst the objects in a particular group and that the groups have similar distributions of f with the exception of the BB group. As such, we do not anticipate that Figure 9 . The fraction of water ice detected in the spectrum versus the taxonomic group for KBOs (black circles) and Centaurs (gray triangles). 2003 EL61 and its family are presented by white circles. The taxanomic designations are based on an analysis of the visible and NIR photometric colors and are directly from Barucci et al. (2005) . Each object has been offset to make them more easily distinguishable. We find that the BB (blue) group is generally well correlated with the presence of significant detections of water ice in the spectrum since this group is dominated by the 2003 EL61 collisional family members. Of the remaining groups, RB (red-blue), IR (intermediate red), and RR (red), we find no correlation with the fraction of water ice detected in the spectrum. As such these taxonomic groups do not appear to correspond to specific spectral signatures in our NIR spectra.
these taxonomic groups will yield specific information about the surface characteristics above predicting the likelihood of the presence of ices for objects in the BB group.
Though we do not physically model the surfaces of the KBOs and Centaurs in our survey, we can use models of simulated surfaces to predict trends that could be detected in the parameterization of a population of spectra. We created artificial spectra of idealized, two-component surfaces with varying ratios of water ice and a featureless component that represents carbon-rich material. We assume properties of the water ice and the featureless component based on those observed on icy bodies. The water ice reflectance was modeled in the NIR using the optical constants from Grundy & Schmitt (1998) and assuming isotropic scattering. We assumed a 60% albedo for the visible portion of the water ice reflectance and a grain size of 50 µm was used. The carbon-rich component is far less characterized, however, so we created a family of models assuming different properties for the carbon-rich end member. We assumed that the visible gradient varied between 10% per 100 nm and 50% per 100 nm, which are typical values of the gradients measured on KBOs (Hainaut & Delsanti 2002) . The average NIR gradient, m, that we measured in our own data was much smaller than the visible gradient and therefore we set m to 0 for our synthetic carbon-rich component. The carbon-rich component was given an albedo of 10% at 550 nm, which is the average albedo of the ice-free objects in our survey (Stansberry et al. 2007 ). Since the surfaces of KBOs could be mixed either intimately or geographically, we consider both cases. In these simulations, we tacitly assume that while the carbon-rich component may be a mixture of materials, it is the same for all objects and that this material does not alter over time. For intimate mixtures we use our assumed reflectance Stansberry et al. (2007) . Objects of interest are labeled with numbers as they appear in tables. We find no correlation in the fraction of water ice detected in the spectrum and the albedo measured for the object. The thick gray line represents the expected albedo for a given surface fraction of water ice and is determined from our two-component synthetic surface model. In the model we assume water ice with at 60% albedo and a dark, featureless material with a V-band albedo of 10% mix geographically in various ratios. The dashed line represents the distribution expected for an intimate mixture of the two components.
for the carbon-rich component to calculate its single scattering albedos. The intimate mixture models were created by linearly mixing the single scatter albedos of water ice and the carbonrich material and calculating the resulting reflectance using the equations of radiative transfer from Hapke (1993) . The synthetic NIR spectrum is then analyzed to determine f and m using the same methods used for the real spectra and the visible color gradient is calculated using the methods described in Hainaut & Delsanti (2002) . Figure 8 shows the measured G v and f for the synthetic surfaces.
We see that our results for the KBOs and Centaurs do not follow any of the models produced above, indicating that the surfaces of these objects are not well described by our synthetic two-component surface model. While the exact f and m measured for our synthetic data depend on poorly known parameters such as the albedo, the overall trends that our simple surface modeling predicts should be similar regardless of the parameters of the modeling. Even a model in which the carbonrich material reddens or the grain size is altered over time cannot explain the data if this material increasingly obscures the water ice.
The relationship between the albedo of the objects and f further suggests that a simple mixing of two components does not describe the surface of KBOs or Centaurs well. The albedos of KBOs are diverse, ranging from ∼4% up to ∼80% (Stansberry et al. 2007, in press ). The dwarf planet-sized KBOs have the highest albedos likely due to resurfacing of CH 4 or N 2 through atmospheric deposition (Stansberry et al. 2007; Brown et al. 2005 ). In our sample, 17 KBOs and 10 Centaurs have measured albedos. If we exclude the methane giants and the KBOs in the collisional family of 2003 EL61, we find that there is no significant correlation between f and albedo of either KBOs or Centaurs using a Kendall rank-correlation test (see Figure 10) . In some cases, we see that objects like 1999 TC36 Figure 11 . The fraction of water ice detected in the spectrum versus the diameter of KBOs (black circles) and Centaurs (gray triangles). The objects are labeled with numbers corresponding to their appearance in the tables. We find a correlation between the size and the degree of water ice detected for KBOs. A Kendall rank correlation gives a correlation coefficient of 0.5 with a probability of obtaining this value for a random data set of 1%. A similar correlation is not seen for Centaurs. have significant detections of water ice on their surfaces but have low albedos, 7%. Again, using the same two-component synthetic surface models described above, we calculated the expected visual albedo as a function of f (Figure 10 ). It is apparent that our two-component description of the surface fails to describe the data and that any new formulation of the surface characteristics must allow for a variety of albedos for a given abundance of water ice.
While there appear to be no clear trends in the colors or the albedos of KBOs and Centaurs and fraction of water ice in their spectra, we do find that there may be a correlation in the KBO population between f and the diameter. A Kendall rank-correlation test gives a correlation coefficient of 0.5 with a probability of obtaining this correlation coefficient for a random data set of 1%. Barucci et al. (2007) noted this trend for the largest KBOs, but Figure 11 shows that this trend nominally extends down to moderate-sized KBOs in our survey and is not the result of observational bias against detecting water ice on smaller objects with lower signal-to-noise spectra. This trend may indicate that the formation of water ice on the surface is geophysically controlled as larger objects have greater heat from accretional energy and radiogenic materials than smaller objects. The higher heat available would make it more likely for these objects to experience geothermal processes, though there is no indication of recent geological activity.
However, we do not detect a correlation between size and the fraction of water ice in our sample of Centaurs. In contrast to the KBO population, we find that Centaurs of similar sizes can have a wide range in water ice abundances on their surfaces. This suggests that the processes that control the presence of water ice on the surface of Centaurs could be different than those on KBOs. We investigated if a mechanism relating to the far warmer temperatures on Centaurs may be responsible by examining the relation of f with perihelion distance. There too, a Kendall rank correlation test gives no significant correlation between the perihelion distance and f .
In general, we find no correlation between the NIR surface characteristics and the orbital elements of the KBOs or Centaurs in our population other than what has been previously noted for the collisional family of 2003 EL61 (Brown et al. 2007b) . Figure 12 shows that the orbital elements of our sample with both icy and non-icy objects are evenly distributed through the Kuiper belt's hot classical and scattered populations. As such, we conclude that no correlation seems to exist amongst the KBO orbital parameters for these dynamical populations and f above what has been previously been noted for the 2003 EL61 family.
Finally, the coincidence between icy surfaces and moonforming collisions on 2003 EL61 and Pluto prompted us to examine if this trend extends to the other icy KBOs. We note that a number of objects in our survey with significant water ice absorptions including 2003 AZ84, Quaoar, 2003 TC36, and Ceto have satellites or are binary (Noll et al. 2007 ). Orcus, while not in our survey, also fits with this trend. It may be that collisions emplaced water ice on the surfaces of these objects, but the spectra offer no definitive indications of a particular mechanism. Alternatively, 2002 UX25 has a satellite but shows no signatures of water ice. With these limited data, it is unclear what trend, if any, exists between collisions, the abundance of water ice on the surface, and the presences of satellites in the KBO population.
DISCUSSION
The lack of obvious trends in color, albedo, and spectral characteristics suggests that multiple coloring agents are present in a variety of mixing ratios on KBOs. Different grain sizes of the carbon-rich materials may account for some of the observed variation in the visible gradients and albedos, but it cannot fully account for the diversity of surface properties seen in the Kuiper belt. This may indicate inherent heterogeneity in the surface properties of the general KBO population. With the exception of very blue, icy objects, the results presented here for the NIR data do not support clear ties between the photometric colors, specific spectral types, and surface characteristics.
The modest trend in size and water ice abundance that we detected indicates that water ice may be geothermally controlled on the surfaces of KBOs. With these mechanism though, we find no evidence that suggests that these surfaces are a result of recent activity. From the minimum dynamical lifetime of the 2003 EL61 family members of approximately 1 Gyr (Ragozzine & Brown 2007) , it is possible that the water ice surfaces we observe in the Kuiper belt are ancient surfaces formed when the KBOs had hotter interiors and the impact rates were higher.
At the moment, though, trends seen in our data are sufficiently tenuous that it is difficult to make any strong conclusions about the relative importance of size and collisions in determining surface properties. Our survey included nearly all the KBOs that are bright enough to easily obtain NIR spectra from large telescopes, but future spectral studies of newly discovered, bright objects, and additional albedo measurements should clarify trends seen in our data. While much remains to be learned about the overall mechanisms shaping the outer solar system bodies, we find that a comparative approach to examining spectra provides a powerful additional tool for understanding these processes.
